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support of the countless undisclosed amounts of data.
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Preface

Within the “industry” most know, or have heard, that the requirements 
of the federal government and enforcement of information assurance 
have heightened in the past years. With the incorporation of the 
Gramm–Leach–Bliley Act (GLBA), the Sarbanes–Oxley Act (SOX), 
and the Clinger–Cohen Act, it seems that we have  multiple require-
ments with a mixture of standards. To add to the confusion (as some 
may see it), we have Control Objectives for Information and related 
Technology (CoBit), Information Technology Infrastructure Library 
(ITIL), Microsoft Operations Framework (MOF), International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO), and other frameworks that 
our clients wish to incorporate into their infrastructures.

Business service management (BSM) holds many challenges; 
approaches to BSM, using each of the different platforms, are a  little 
different than most organizations think and should remain that way 
by identifying the lowest common denominator, a piece of hardware or 
 software, and applying that piece of equipment to the business model and 
its functions within the business. Asset management involves  budgetary 
requirements under the ITIL, and it coexists with change, release, and 
configuration management, all of which require input into the manage-
ment of an information technology (IT) system and  cohesion with the 
configuration management database (CMDB) so the organization can 
get on track and meet the requirements of its  governing headquarters.
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The three operations required for effective IT management are as 
follows:

 1. Portfolio management (PM)
 2. Enterprise architecture (EA)
 3. Capital planning and investment control (CPIC)

Each of these operations is an essential factor in relation to the 
total cost of ownership (TCO) and the management of  investments 
within the infrastructure. Although some of these management 
 functions are called something else, still they equate to an ITIL, 
MOF, CoBit, or ISO requirement or process. Regardless, follow-
ing a secure model will save the organization millions of  dollars 
in losses, damages, and the cost of rebuilding your data system 
infrastructure.

For those of you not aware of the requirements, they have all been 
part of the federal government and can be referenced at http://csrc.
nist.gov. Pick your subject area, and you will discover expert levels 
of  knowledge at your fingertips. The federal government has been 
doing this since the inception of the computer. Some who have been 
around for a while may remember the “Rainbow Series,” “Common 
Criteria,” and “Earned Value Management System”; these are all 
federal  standards that date back to 1960 (I know, before some of 
you were born!). When in doubt about incorporation of someone’s 
way of doing things in Enterprise Architecture (EA), Portfolio 
Management (PM), Capital Planning and Investment Control 
(CPIC), or Information Assurance (IA), reference the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and your level of 
understanding will be raised 100%.

Additional information is available from the CRC Press website: 
http://www.crcpress.com/product/isbn/9781439841594. This includes 
templates that will help document what you are doing and help man-
agement understand the importance of what “managing” is all about 
for the security of the enterprise. Security is more than just defining 
a few controls; these policies and procedures will assist you in becom-
ing compliant with its many requirements, regardless of the industry. 
These templates are provided as an enhancement to the verbiage of the 
 chapters and are just some of the many examples that you have full right 
to manipulate and adjust to meet your requirements. The  templates 
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provided cover each chapter and if you follow along with the templates 
after or before reading a chapter, you will receive the full benefit of your 
reading experience.

Each process is just a means of management,  operation, or some 
level of technical control, and with a sound foundation of  security 
you cannot go wrong in building your infrastructure.
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Introduction

Where or when did information security become an issue? If you look 
at the various ages our world has evolved through, we are now in 
what we call the Information Age, a period in time during which we 
have more data that are related to almost nothing and for which we 
try to account. The types of data issues we are faced with include the 
following:

•	 Classifying (not in the security sense but as in filing or 
archiving)

•	 Storing
•	 Setting destruction standards
•	 Setting sensitivity standards (personally identifiable informa-

tion (PII))
•	 Protecting
•	 Moving (media bandwidth)
•	 Controlling—who can access it
•	 Needless other tasks that produce nothing

And then we have the metadata and the components that accompany it.
Reading this book will not give you just a few reasons why  security 

is foremost, but reading it and following the procedures will give you 
an understanding of your infrastructure and what requires further 
attention.
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In the Information Age we have created requirements and  standards 
that for some are hard to understand and follow—or perhaps peo-
ple are just plain lazy in doing their jobs. With the recent crash of 
the  economy, loss of jobs, fleecing of America, and corporations’ 
 continuance to destroy America by outsourcing jobs, job security does 
not exist. Information assurance is and will remain the future for all 
the “data” created. Now you have to create a new wheel on how to 
meet the standards and requirements for infrastructure security. A 
mere review of the confidentiality, integrity, and availability is not 
and will never be acceptable in a world that demands privacy.

Throughout this book, I will interject my opinion about various 
areas and my experience in dealing with customers as a consultant 
and how they can manipulate you to produce more than you should 
or expect you to overlook what is not completed or planned for the 
infrastructure, or is just not happening.

Studies have shown that the enactment of the Paperwork Reduction 
Act (44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.) has placed more of a burden and paper 
requirement on the people it was designed to protect than during any 
other time in history, and we produce more paper documents than 
ever before.

After reading this book you will have the knowledge to better 
 understand how to evaluate your network, evaluate the business model 
of your company, and learn how they fit together in the selection of 
the  correct systems to support your infrastructure. You will under-
stand how to perform a business impact analysis and a risk assess-
ment to further develop your data security needs. Furthermore, your 
knowledge of the  different processes of the Information Technology 
Infrastructure Library (ITIL), Microsoft Operations Framework 
(MOF), and business service management will come to light. You 
will understand how they are truly derivatives of a security function 
that is or is not in place, and you will see how you can implement the 
correct level of controls for the specific process. You will also have the 
seed to start developing your skills to better understand the 17 fami-
lies of  management, how they are applied, and at what level they are 
applied; you will know what management, operational, and technical 
control is and how each are implemented within your infrastructure 
(Figure I.1). As a final  benefit of this book, you will have the tools to 
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document your infrastructure to feed into the continuity of operations 
and disaster recovery.

Although there are 18 controls listed, the PM controls  information 
security programs (NIST SP 800-53r3, Appendix G, “Program 
Management (PM) Family”). This family provides security controls 
at the organization rather than information system level.

Okay, you want to learn about securing the network. Hopefully 
you can understand the requirements as well as the process of such a 
tedious task.

Where do I start? I recommend you begin when the company is 
first decided upon and the company name has been selected. You’ve 
gone to the Secretary of State and are now registered. This is a place 
we all want to start from, and if you are fortunate, you were given the 
chance to begin your tasks here. Unfortunately, most of us start in the 
middle and work our way to one end or the other.

There are five basic areas to think about when designing a  foundation 
for your security program and building your  infrastructure. You really 
don’t have to start at the beginning; it just helps the downriver  processes 

IDENTIFIER FAMILY CLASS

CA Security assessment and authorization Management
PL Planning Management
RA Risk assessment Management
SA System and services acquisition Management
PM Program management Management
AT Awareness and training Operational
CM Confi guration management Operational
CP Contingency planning Operational
IR Incident response Operational
MA Maintenance Operational
MP Media protection Operational
PE Physical and environmental protection Operational
PS Personnel security Operational
SI System and information integrity Operational
AC Access control Technical
AU Audit and accountability Technical
IA Identifi cation and authentication Technical
SC System and communications protection Technical

Figure i.1 Eighteen security families.
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when you know where you are. When looking at the five basic areas, 
you need to take into consideration each of the families of controls. As 
laid out previously, the controls are placed in class order and relate to 
the five basic areas. When you start building the  foundation of your 
 infrastructure, you need policies for everything that is done; if in doubt, 
write a policy. Information technology (IT) people forget about the policy 
and just jump right into the implementation process,  building procedures 
as they go. This will come back to bite you when you have a compliance 
audit (Statement on Auditing Standards [SAS] no. 7, HIPAA, GLBA, 
NIST) or a restructuring phase of your infrastructure—count on it. This 
is especially true when dealing with database structures and software 
development projects. When you look at your infrastructure and what 
has already been accomplished, take a look at the five requirements in 
order and see where and how you stack up, and to what level of detail 
your compliance levels are. The six levels of compliance are

 1. Policy: Applies to management buy-in and is expressed to the 
users.

 2. Procedure: Pertains to the true meaning of how and why 
things are done this way.

 3. Implementation: How and what plan is in place, and what 
documents are written.

 4. Testing: How it works; “works fine” does not meet the criteria.
 5. Acceptance: Does it really do what you (or they) say it should 

do, and does it do it efficiently and proficiently?
 6. Maintenance: Although the maintenance phase should 

always be considered, I do not feel that it should be part of 
the  compliance process, but rather a management-driven 
 requirement to keep them involved in the security of data.

Regardless of how you lay out your project(s), have some form of 
logical order of events that defines each of the steps and your level of 
compliance with the steps. These six examples are common  logical 
steps that take more than just the “system” into account. Enterprise 
architecture (EA) of all types needs to follow some template  process to 
get from A to Z in the structure of design, management, and  business 
services. When in doubt, improvise, adapt, and overcome!

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is an 
organization within the U.S. government, under the Department of 
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Commerce, that has many “think tank” operators with years of experi-
ence in the enterprise architecture and security arena. The  documents 
and processes are free and exceed those of all the other frameworks, so 
why develop a new wheel? I have used ITIL, Microsoft, and NIST. 
I always go back to NIST, not because I know it, but because it makes 
sense and gives you the information to design, develop, and implement 
a foundation that is commensurate to some of the best infrastructures 
in the world—you just need to stay with it and stay proactive!

Understand that the NIST “framework” is not a model but more of 
a practice of common sense and management by control groups and 
the level of responsibility for the infrastructure:

•	 Management belongs to the policy and procedures in place that 
dictate the way we perform functions within the architecture.

•	 Operational belongs to the way the policy and procedures are 
incorporated into the infrastructure and what measures are 
taken to ensure they work.

•	 Technical belongs to the system in which the control is 
 implemented at the hardware or software level, a process of the 
hardware or the results of a software command and functions.

The certification and accreditation (C&A) process is the  practical 
application and verification that a particular entity (government agency) 
has performed and met the requirements of the Federal Information 
Security Management Act (FISMA) by accounting for information 
systems, applying specific security controls, and  maintaining some level 
of a system development life cycle (SDLC). As guides, Public Law 
(P.L.) 107-347 appointed NIST as a source for  developing the “rules 
of the road” for the C&A process. Within those guidelines NIST has 
developed the Special Publications and Federal Information Processing 
Standards (FIPS) shown in Table I.1 to define and clarify the conduct 
of the C&A process.

Table i.1 NIST Special Publications

NIST SP 800-18 NIST SP 800-53A
NIST SP 800-30 NIST SP 800-53r3
NIST SP 800-34 NIST SP 800-60
NIST SP 800-37 NIST SP 800-128
FIPS 199/200 FIPS 140-2
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There are three major factors that impact the outcome and extent 
of time when performing the C&A process:

 1. Level of experience the provider has
 2. Level of infrastructure knowledge
 3. Level of cooperation provided by the client

Other factors also apply, but these three factors impart the  majority 
of the outcomes and durations. When you look at the best practices, 
one must first look at the maturity level of the organization. An orga-
nization’s maturity level is determined by the following five  factors 
that are in place at the time of the evaluation:

 1. Depth of policies written (what level of management buy-in is 
in place)

 2. Level of procedures in place (determined by policy)
 3. Implementation of the procedures and follow-through
 4. The level of testing that has taken place to validate the 

 procedures implemented and whether they follow policy
 5. How well each of the steps is integrated into the 

infrastructure

Once it is determined what and how things are accomplished, a 
provider must look at the business model. NIST SP 800-34 defines the 
process of completing a business impact analysis (BIA), and this can be 
accomplished mentally or formally. The mental process is just a cursory 
review of the organization, and the provider imparts its  knowledge of 
the organization and the NIST guidelines. For  example, the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is part of the Department of Justice 
(DOJ), and therefore part of the executive branch of the government, 
which is directly governed by specific executive orders in addition to 
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and DOJ regulations 
and guidelines. Having background knowledge of the requirements 
will assist in evaluating the full business model.

Once a mental or full BIA is performed the provider can further 
tier the infrastructure into business units and start to draw  mental 
 boundaries of the systems. Each business unit will have certain 
responsibilities, and with those responsibilities the business unit is 
likely to have IT assets that support the unit’s business model. In eval-
uating the business unit and adjoining IT assets, the provider should 
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develop boundaries. NIST SP 800-37 identifies the development of 
boundaries and what factors need to be considered.

In the process of what has taken place so far, a provider has worked 
with the client and also determined the system development life 
cycle (SDLC) process the client is using, if any. A mature SDLC 
has defined security controls (SCs) for each business system and has 
or is in the process of applying the controls. Additionally, the client 
has already determined what level of confidentiality, integrity, and 
 availability (CIA) the system must meet, and those levels are defined 
as high, moderate, or low. Each level is determined through a  process 
of evaluation using FIPS 199/200 and NIST SP 800-60.

Security controls are determined first by deciding what level of 
CIA the systems require and second by determining what controls 
are applicable to the system as prescribed in NIST SP 800-53r3.

With all the data collected, the provider must now start to  evaluate 
the level of the facility, the security controls, and the  environmental 
controls. Once each of the areas is reviewed and defined, the  provider 
can start to develop the system security plan (SSP), risk assessment 
(RA), plan of action and milestones (POA&M), and other  documents 
as needed for compliance with FISMA.

Most providers have or are given templates to use for the evaluation 
process. NIST SP 800-18 has minimum requirements for the SSP, 
NIST SP 800-30 and 800-39 have examples and specifics for the 
risk assessment, and an organization will generally have a POA&M 
 template that is used. According to the U.S. military strategy on 
cyberspace (formerly secret document):

Through the process of risk management, leaders must consider risk 
to U.S. interests from adversaries using cyberspace to their advantage 
and from our own efforts to employ the global nature of cyberspace to 
achieve objectives in military, intelligence, and business operations.

Leaders at all levels are accountable for ensuring readiness and secu-
rity to the same degree as in any other domain.

Security is a process, something that you must practice, test, 
 implement, and audit to learn and know what results are driven from 
its actions. Good luck and get certified—certification is a way to 
express your desire and motivation of becoming a better professional. 
Besides, you need to be a member of the club!




